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considerable reservations. Its validity is ideal rather than historical.
In the actual evolution of thought we find the stages transposed
and even inverted. The genuinely scientific spirit of a Thales is
followed by the metaphysical speculations of the Platonic school and
by the theology of Catholicism.] Alessandro Chlapelll. ' Condirioni
nuove e correnti vive della Filosofia.' [According to this writer the
tendency of twentieth century thought is to boil down all the con-
flicting philosophical directions into a system of spiritualistic monism
where, however, the claims of individualism are to be fully satisfied.
The article abounds in misprints which make the text not only
disagreeable to read but sometimes difficult to understand. One
baa to think twice, and even thrice, before recognising Emerson under
such a travesty as ' Enevon '.] Carlo Formlehl. ' OH Studi di Filosofia
Indiana.' [It gives one a rather unfavourable idea of this writer that he
starts off by describing India as equal in size to Europe, whereas it is
less than two-fifths the size. Nor does it niter our impression for the
better when he subsequently quotes various absurd statements of Emer-
son's as if they were true.] Federigo Enrtques. ' La metafisica di
Hegel considerate da un punto di vista scientifico.' [Treats Hegel's
philosophy (wrongly called ' metaphysics') as a product of Romanticism,
that is to say, as inspired by mystical and poetic ideas, and developed by
plays on words. This view seems to ignore the fact, well brought out by
Haym, that Hegelianism was a Hellenistic reaction against the Romantic
movement, deriving its form from the idoas of Greek philosophy. Nor
is the word ' acosmism ' appropriately applied to the dialectic system.
Hegel uses it—falsely enough—in talking about Spinoza, but would not
have accepted it as a description of his own position.] Francesco De
Sario. ' Sul concetto di natura.' [Nature is the totality of phenomena
revealed to us through our senses as constituting the outer world. But
these phenomena are discovered to be linked together by laws of causa-
tion in a way independent of our perceptions. Therefore nature is only
intelligible as the object of a universal and absolute subject or spirit.
This is the philosophy of Ferrier, to whom the writer makes no reference
whatever. It is infected with the old fallacy of assuming that experience
can be explained by something whose very existence seems to be incom-
patible with experience.] Emillo Morselll. ' II fondamento dell' idea-
lifltno etioo.' [The modern subordination of intellect to morals derives
through Fichte from Kant.]
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